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Lachesis - What we know till now?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Proved by Dr Hering
Hot patient
Left sided complaints - left to right
Sensation of constriction
Blueness of parts
Menopausal complaints - hot flushes, PMT
Loquacity
Jealousy
Suspicious

Lachesis - Amusement desire for

Lachesis - Amusement desire for
• Lachesis comes with a very positive energy, unlike Arsenic who
comes with a very negative energy and repulsive mood
• Most Vivacious and Fun loving remedy
• Enjoying life to fullest, play desire to play
• Amusement desire for
• What is entertainment?
• In entertainment, attention can be diverted, but in amusement
you are completely focused, engrossed, involved in whatever
they are doing, difficult to divert, like in a trance - like in the
amusement park
• They want to do anything that gives them amusement. It can be
work, play, business, eating, anything that amuses them, they
are engrossed in it even when not well

Lachesis - Amusement desire for
• They are bubbling, boiling people, difficult to
keep quiet. Fun, enjoyment, entertainment is
something they seek constantly - amusement
desire for, sitting aversion to
• They don’t care about what others think of
them, their amusement is important - selfish
• Although they always want to be the centre of
attraction of the party, they also want to be the
magnet which will attract everybody magnetized desire to be

Lachesis - Witty, Mocking, Jesting
• They have a great sense of humour and wit, they
can jest about anything and they can mock anything.
So wherever he goes he will make everybody laugh
heartily.
• Mind - witty, jesting
• Mocking, ridicule to passion
• Mocking, sarcasm
• Mocking - satire desire for
• Lachesis patients can mock and jest about their
disease, even if its very serious like leukemia or
piles. They will give such hilarious metaphors that
even the doctor bursts into laughter

Lachesis - Vivacious, happy go lucky
• Antics plays - make some actions as to attract
attention of others, like a joker in a circus
• ANTICS; playing means intentionally doing
something which looks like a play but it is
meant to attract or divert the attention of the
onlooker
• Foolish, outrageous and amusing behaviour
• Comical, bold, funny, silly or strange behaviour
• An attention -drawing, often wildly playful or
funny act or action

Lachesis - Foppish

Foppish - concerned with one's clothes
and appearance in an affected and
excessive way (typically used of a man).

Lachesis - Coquettish, too much
• Coquettish, too much
- behaving in such a
way as to suggest a
playful sexual
attraction; flirtatious
• To try to attract
sexually, inviting
sexually, just
enjoyment, nothing
serious

Lachesis - Coquettish, too much
• The person will do all
the things to attract
attention or rather
charm the opposite
sex. It might be
relating to clothes,
behavior, gestures. It
is not that they are
immoral but it is a
way of behavior or
attitude

Lachesis - Coquettish - too much

Lachesis - Vivacious, happy go lucky
• Very playful and vivacious
• Playful even when not well, high fever - Bell,
Cocculus
• Mischievious, having fun - don’t irritate you
• Mimicking, imitates - children wearing clothes like
Spiderman
• Impressionable - takes impression of any superhero
• Jesting - playing jokes on others
• They play pranks, jokes, witty - but without hurting
the other person’s ego
• Communicative - they talk with lots of gestures

Lachesis - Impressionable

Lachesis - Vivacious, happy go lucky

Lachesis - Gourmand
• Gourmand - a person who enjoys eating and often eats too
much, like to eat and wear the best
• A gourmand is a person who takes great pleasure and interest in
consuming good food and drink. Gourmand originally referred to
a person who was "a glutton for food and drink", a person who
eats and drinks excessively
• Adulterous - do anything for enjoyment
• Ailments from debauchery - just having fun, eating, drinking
alcohol, sex - excessive indulgence in sex, alcohol, or drugs
• Careless
• Wants to stay in joy and fun
• Lach will do only those things that he enjoys, gives him freedom,
does not like to be dominated by people or circumstances

Delusion, injury, is being injured
• Injury - temporary breach or gap in continuity
of tissue or relation
• Being - in process, going on
• Injury has two important components: one is
breach - temporary gap in continuity and the
other one is pain
• The rubric means that the patient believes he
has sustained an injury some time ago and the
pain is still going on and he is being
continuously harmed

Delusion, injury, is being injured
• Here, the cause of injury may be one factor or situation
while the injury is kept continual or accentuated by
various other factors
• Discomfort or injury, never well since - since I had
asthma I cannot drink cold water, since I had typhoid, I
haven’t been well - Never well since that illness or that
problem
• Last year I had TB and I had to take lots of medicines and
since then this pain has never subsided. Any change in
weather or food increases the problem
• Patient often describes the time of injury in words since then and the emphasis is on the pain or distress
and not on the cause

Delusion, injury, being injured by
surroundings

• Surroundings - circumstances, conditions, objects,
environment, people or food
• Generally surroundings are expected to be
supportive and when they are not, there is a chance
of injury
• Two important attributes: pain - patient talks of pain
received from the surroundings, and blame - placing
the responsibility of pain on circumstances, people
or conditions in the environment
• The patient mentions the pain but emphasis is on
the blame

Delusion, injury, being injured by
surroundings

• The patient believes he was injured by his
surroundings which were expected to be
supportive and he outrightly blames them
• The difference between delusion injured is
being and injured by surroundings is that in
former the insistence is on pain (since then)
and latter is on blame (because of them)
• For e.g. pollens, cement, painting smell,
weather, AC in the office, food that I ate are
causing me problems

Lachesis - Delusions

Delusion – persecuted - he is persecuted
• Persecution - troubled,
harassed
• The meaning of this
rubric as a whole means
that the patient believes
he is persistently
harassed by some or
other situation or persons
or factors including the
disease. Another aspect is
that the patient who feels
persecuted wants to get
rid of it.

Delusion – persecuted - he is persecuted
• The rubric has two important components - pain of
harassment as well as a sense of irritation
• Dr, I'm troubled by this cough, this cough is not allowing
me to sleep
• Dr, this backache has been troubling me for many days
and I'm unable to work properly, which irritates me
• In persecution the sense of irritation or annoyance due
to harassment is predominant
• The words, tones and gestures of the patient will reveal
his or her irritation towards the harassment caused by
the complaint

Delusion, pursued he was
• Delusion – pursued - this
illness is after me, not
leaving me, I think this
illness will take me
• The meaning of this
rubric is that the patient
feels pursued by troubles,
persons, situations or
disease that may lead to
some harmful outcome or
death hence not allowing
peace or rest

Delusion, pursued he was
• Three important components: distress due to
the chase, sense of fear, and loss of peace or
rest
• Dr, I’ve had fever for some days and then this
cough started and has increased since then,
keeps troubling me throughout, it just does
not subside and I feel it will take me away
• The difference between persecuted and
pursued is that in the former there is a sense
of irritation or annoyance while in the latter
there is an underlying fear

Delusion wrong suffered he has
• Wrong suffered means
to undergo a unjust or
unfair, harmful
experience, willfully and
wrongfully done by
others
• To endure pain, distress,
damage because of
others wrongdoing

Delusion wrong suffered he has
• Four important components - pain, wrong intention
of others, blame and undeserved feeling (here the
patient feels that he did not deserve this
experience)
• The patient expected relief but after the treatment
he is now suffering more or has developed some
other complications because of the treatment accusation, anger, sadness, you are suffering
because of something you don’t deserve
• Dr, I got operated on my back pain and now see
what has happened. I'm worse than before, I cannot
even walk properly. I have lost all my money too,
just because of the fault of the foolish doctor

Delusions poisoned by medicines
• Lachesis usually will say that I‘ve been suffering
since last dose of medicines or my sufferings have
increased, please don’t give me allopathic
medicines, give me something natural
• Lachesis usually use mostly herbal or home
remedies for their problems - frivolous. They don’t
use allopathy early in the case as they feel they will
be poisoned by chemicals - fear of being poisoned,
superstitious, traditional prejudices – frivolous - will
go late to a dr just like Bell - wants no load, no
stress

Lachesis and Hyos
• Hyos comes very close, will tell you where he
has suffered wrong, who has made him suffer
wrong, is mistrustful, fear of being betrayed,
will abuse or curse that dr, kill desire to, says
that dr gave me wrong medicines, at least you
don’t, expects that you won’t betray him,
serious, light shuns, wants physician to see his
reports properly, will come back and ask side
effects, dosage, follow all dosages properly.
Lach will believe you but will not take dosages
properly - frivolous

Lachesis - Quick to act
• Dictatorial and egoistic person, love of power
• Escape attempts to - when he feels his disease
overpowers him
• Quick to act - take action without wasting time action
• Lachesis patient likes freedom and likes to enjoy his life
without any restrictions, does not like to be controlled
by anyone, disease or circumstances, till then frivolous,
so whenever he feels that his disease is controlling him,
he immediately decides to see the doctor
• Lachesis wants to be in control of the situation. As long
as Lachesis pt has control over the situation he is happy
and in ecstasy and will not take treatment - frivolous

Lachesis - Quick to act
• But once he feels that the circumstance or
situation is getting out of his control, disease or
situation has overpowered him, then this
feeling makes him take action immediatelyescape desires to and quick to act
• Intriguer - a person who devises plots or
intrigues; "he is believed to be the principal
designer of the terrorist bombing attack;
designer, contriver, deviser, planner - a person
who makes plans, someone who enters
another's territory without permission very
cunningly

Lachesis - objective reasonable
• Theorising, creates a theory- curious + objective
reasonable, uses his logic, will not listen to you as he
has fixed ideas why he could have got this illness
• I am getting this problem due to that reason unlike
Arsenic who is concerned with immediate relief, will
not say why he has got it or since when
• Superstitious - something in food, something in..
• Traditional prejudices - hereditary, fixed ideas, I
have this joint pains which even my grandmother
had, my uncle had

Lachesis - Vivacious, happy go lucky
• They usually like to take herbal homemade
things before visiting the dr - prejudices
traditional
• Frivolous, but has knowledge and logic
• Always gives reasons when he talks objective reasonable
• Mathematics ability for
• Curious - wants to know about why he has
got it

Lachesis - Vivacious, happy go lucky

Lachesis - Vivacious, happy go lucky
• Delusion charmed and cannot break the spell
• Lamenting and communicative
• Once they are better with your medicines they will
come only to you, will never go to other drs
• Hopeful - lets see, I may or may not be ok (50/50)
• Optimistic - pt will give an example, homeopathy
cured that pt of psoriasis, I have only fungal
infection, so I will be ok - applies logic
• Positive - I'm sure I will be ok, no logic, when and
how I don’t know but I will be ok
• High spirited - everything else has failed but still he
stands strong and fights for his disease

Lachesis - Rage renewed by touch
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Rage renewed by touch
Anger touched when
Violent when touched
What is touch? - something that touches your heart,
emotions, feelings
Lachesis relations are not serious, but when they go into
a serious relation they are very serious, when they love
its 200%, when they hate its 200% - charmed
Revengeful and feels hatred
Ailments from jealousy and love disappointed - never
forget
Cares full of when he loves but when enmity then 100%

Lachesis - Vivacious, happy go lucky
• Jesting - the action of saying or doing
something for amusement - makes jokes of
serious things
• Mocking - making fun of someone or
something in a cruel way; not with bad
intention, just enjoying
• Coquettish - all dressed up, sexually appealing,
frivolous, non serious, making lots of gestures
with hair fondling
• Vivacious
• Cheerful

Lachesis - Vivacious, happy go lucky
• Witty - has ready answers, fast humour
• Imitation, mimicry - Spiderman suit, NYPD,
Pokemon - amusement desire for
• Impressionable - behaves like Mr Bean,
talks like him
• Magnetism ameliorates and desires
• Bell, Lach, Phos they come near you, make
friends with you

Lachesis - Vivacious, happy go lucky
LACHESIS

BELLADONNA

Del, injury

Not in del injury rubric

More passionate

Not passionate

Foppish, coquettish

Not concerned about how he looks

Frivolous - will take home remedies,
will show his knowledge

Frivolous - wants no load, he just
wants fast treatment

Magnetised desire to be

Not there

Come late but thinks about how he
got this illness - objective reasonable

Comes late as does not want load
Wife or mother forces

Will play only with one thing

Will play with any toy

Cares full of for parents

Not concerned

Lachesis - Vivacious, happy go lucky
• Lach and Phos - vivacious, friendly,
intelligent. Lach only curious and frivolous,
Phos is in alert, light desire and anxiety
dark, fear suffering, business talks of,
hypocrisy, will show himself very good
when he is not

Lachesis - Child
• Child restless, playful, inability to sit, curious
but mothers are not irritated with them like
withTub or Tarentula
• Play desire for, playful children - they play even
during high fever
• Sitting, aversion to sit
• Rest desire for
• Lamenting pain during
• Antics plays
• Communicative
• Magnetised desire to

Lachesis - Child
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Witty, jesting
Mocking, sarcasm
Malicious, playing dirty tricks on teacher
Mimicking
Mischievous
Wants to enjoy life
Ecstasy, sublime
Lamenting pain about, sickness about his
Foppish
Coquettish, too much

Lachesis - Summary
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